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Double born. Twice the blessing.  Double kids. Twice the messing.  Twins mean double the kisses

and double the fun. It's double the joy for everyone!
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PreSchool-A bouncy text and appealing cartoon artwork provide a lighthearted glimpse at the busy

lives of a brother-and-sister duo. The diaper-clad babes are introduced with gentle humor: "Double

born./Twice the blessing./Double kids./Twice the messing." As buoyant as the staccato rhymes that

describe them, the siblings are soon on the move, learning to walk and talk and encountering a

range of experiences that will be familiar territory for most preschoolers. It's twice the fun, as they

play with toys, enjoy time spent outdoors, eat a meal, and share a bath. At bedtime, after being

tucked in by their smiling parents, the youngsters close their eyes, "Double tired/from all their

play./Double dreams/for their next day." The colorful digital illustrations echo the breezy tone of the

text. The layout is uncluttered and the action is set against clean pastel and white backgrounds.

With orange hair, circle-shaped heads, and sketched-in features, the children resemble one another

closely, but are also easily identifiable as individuals. An enjoyable romp.Joy Fleishhacker, formerly

at School Library JournalCopyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc.

PreS. A simple rhyme and lively, colorful, uncluttered illustrations make this picture book a joyful



read-aloud for young children, twins or not. The boy-girl twins begin their journey as infants, but they

progress through toddlerhood as the pages turn. The premise ("Double born. / Twice the blessing. /

Double kids. / Twice the messing.") may be a little overdone, because, of course, twins don't do

everything at the same time. But Courtin's big, active illustrations of the lovable kids busy together

through the day will have young preschoolers pointing and joining in. Kathy BroderickCopyright

Ã‚Â© American Library Association. All rights reserved

I have b/g twins and we have a nighttime routine of reading 3 books before bedtime and this is

always our first one. My kids are not yet a year old and we've been reading this book for about 3

months now...every day and they know it means that it's time to relax and cuddle and enjoy.The

colors are soft and vibrant at the same time, the illustrations are adorable and I love how the twins in

the book, grow/age a bit from beginning to end...it's a nice progression and we relate to it.This book

has become extremely special to us and our family and I can't recommend it highly enough; it's

written by somebody who must really know the joy of twins; we celebrate "twindom" daily! :)

Okay book for price - there was a small tear in the cover, but I repaired it as it was for a family

member and the gift was time sensitive so I didn't have time to return or request a return/refund.

Our friends are expecting twins and I wanted to give a book that was twin-related. I was going to

order another book off  that was also about twins but I'm so glad I chose this one instead of the

other one. It's a cute book and the rhymes are sweet. The two babies illustrated in the book are a

boy and a girl, which is what my friend is having, so that was a plus! She loved it! I don't have twins

and even I want to add this book to my daughter's collection.

Adorable story ~ I bought this books for my niece who gave birth to twins ! She told me it's a great

book !

Was perfect for me, because I had been looking around for "boy, girl" twin books and couldn't find

any. My friend loved the purchase and read the book to her twins. I liked the story too (had to read

it).

Fantastic book. The kids love it too. I wish a board book version would exist. My young kids

damaged pretty much every page in it.



This book is absolutely adorable. It arrived in excellent condition and even though it is a gift for my

sister in law, I couldn't resist reading it to my little one. My sister in law is having twins (boy/girl) and

this was one of the few books that featured boy/girl twin sets. The rhymes are very sweet and the

art work is wonderful. It's a nice hard cover book so it will hold up well with two little ones.

Adorable book!!!!
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